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Our Mission

E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A

"....to conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and the 
wild life therein and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such 
manner and by such means as will leave them unimpaired for the 
enjoyment of future generations.“  

1916 NPS Organic Act

Washita Battlefield National Historic Site - Oklahoma

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any National Park Service presentation benefits from the agency mission statement deriving from the 1916 Organic Act.  Ultimately, the goal of enabling users of GPS technology is to fulfill the NPS or specific park’s mission.



Presentation Overview

■ Reliance on GPS/GNSS
■ Increasingly Simple Data Collection

■ Connecting data between users
■ Managing position accuracy

E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A

Mount Rainier National Park - Washington
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Presentation Notes
This presentation focuses on three major topics regarding GPS use in the National Park Service.  The main ideas here are that the NPS relies on GPS/GNSS for operations and increasingly simplified data collection results in increased reliance, the way in which we transfer data from one user to another is rapidly changing, and the extremely wide use and accessibility of high-precision positioning provides its own challenges regarding management of accurate positions.



Reliance on GPS/GNSS

Acadia National Park - Maine
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The NPS relies on GPS for its operations.  In this example Acadia National Park has an environmental monitoring program in the intertidal zone.  Prior to survey-GPS availability field users relied on a time-consuming method to find individual bolts while a rapidly increasing tide approached.  With GPS field users can now rapidly find those bolts (~1cm) resulting in less stressful and safer data collection.



Simplified Data Collection

Death Valley National Park (Devil’s Hole) - Nevada

Jean Lafitte National Historical Park and Preserve - Louisiana
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Presentation Notes
Major changes in the number of available satellites due to outside GNSS constellations is also a fundamental part of operations.  At Devil’s Hole near Death Valley National Park a Trimble R10 was able to establish a 7cm reported precision in absolutely terrible sky conditions from the high rock walls.  At Jean Lafitte National Historical Park and Preserve accurate elevations using GNSS in the forested swamps was made possible due to the number of satellites from constellations in addition to GPS.



Simplified Data Collection

New River Gorge National River – West Virginia
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Presentation Notes
Data collection using GPS/GNSS has become simpler for multiple reasons:  cost of equipment, size of equipment, and satellite availability to name a few.  At New River Gorge National River staff defaulted to using GPS/GNSS for positions cut trees as part of an investigation.  Achievable accuracy was well within the needs of the project even considering the imperfect sky view.



Simplified Data Collection

New River Gorge National River – West Virginia
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New River Gorge Search and Rescue staff responded to an incident at the famous New River Gorge bridge.  Responders were able to locate quickly and accurately the subject of interest.  In this case, the SAR team simply relied on their handheld GPS equipment to work while not considering the sky conditions in a very deep ravine which would have imperfect sky view.



Equipment Acquisition Change

■ 2012 – Decimeter precision = $11,200
■ 2016 – Decimeter precision = $1,500-$7,500
■ 2018 – US DOI credit card purchase limit 

increase from $3,500-$10,000
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A short-term timeline reveals that even more major changes are coming to the NPS regarding satellite navigation.  In 2012 a decimeter-capable GNSS receiver was just under $12,000.  A short four years later technological advancements moved decimeter precision in the $1500-7500 range.  A final major factor for future changes is the 2018 increase in the civilian federal government micro-purchase threshold from $3500 to $10,000.  This puts purchasing equipment at a national park within range of funding availability and away from the complicated and limiting contracting process.  In the future we will also see high-precision positioning in standard mobile devices without the need for additional equipment further increasing availability of high-precision measurement.



Data Connectivity – Field Data Collection

Yosemite National Park – Ferguson Fire - California

Cape Cod National Seashore - Massachusetts
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Presentation Notes
Those changes are resulting in a transition of data collection style from the expensive handheld device on the left to the simple cell-phone type device on the right.  In many cases, the convenience of a smaller device with decreased accuracy is preferable because of the ability to rapidly transfer data.  If an internet connection is available it can be essentially instantaneous.



Data Connectivity – Resource Management
Point Reyes National Seashore - California
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One example in the natural resource management field is bat monitoring at Point Reyes National Seashore.  Field monitoring is done by a group of cooperating agencies and requires sharing data between people who aren’t housed in the same offices.  With improvements in connectivity using ArcGIS Online field users were able to record a bushwhacked track to monitoring sites and transfer the information to partners via the internet connection in a shared environment.  Further, details like walking time and distance were also shared.  



Data Connectivity - Interpretation
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Presentation Notes
Also benefitting from the ability to rapidly collect and share data is the communication of NPS projects.  In this example a user-friendly depiction of invasive plant distribution at Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore is visible to the public.  With the data collected in a connected environment while staff were completing project tasks the distribution to the public via web browser was even more efficient.



Data Connectivity – Public Information

https://www.nps.gov/subjects/digital/nps-apps.htm
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Presentation Notes
A more formal example is the NPS ParkMobile program with the intent of making apps available that visitors can download and interface on their own mobile devices.  Data, typically derived from GPS/GNSS, are then also interfaced with using the mobile device’s positioning system, also typically GPS/GNSS.  

https://www.nps.gov/subjects/digital/nps-apps.htm


Managing Position Accuracy

E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A

WGS84 Gxxxx

ITRFxx YYYY.yyyy

2.0 Meters

Datum Conversion Source:  HTDP
NAD83

Assateague Island National Seashore - Maryland
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With the improved wide availability of high-precision data the control of accuracy has become a more difficult task.  There are a lot of options for spatial datum reference from positioning sources.  For this individual point (2010ASISHQ1) datum differences between a variety of reference frames are displayed on the ground.  At Assateague Island National Seashore in Maryland this spread of potential datum references is generally around 1m horizontally.  The image represents the real-world display of these points alongside a 2.0 meter survey rod.  It’s critical to understand the datum differences and more so what a correction service might be offering.  For example, a streaming RTK connection might broadcast 2cm precision data in NAD83 2011 (2010.0) but a satellite-based augmentation system might broadcast 4cm precision data in ITRF2008 (2018.72).  Both very precise but not different by around 1 meter (in Maryland).

https://www.ngs.noaa.gov/TOOLS/Htdp/Htdp.shtml


Managing Position Accuracy

Padre Island National Seashore - Texas
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A great example of datum differences occurred on Padre Island National Seashore.  An NPS staffer was finding differences between known NAD83 2011 (2010.0) positions and his position using the WAAS SBAS.  The 7-parameter transformation from NAD83 2011 (2010.0) to IGS08 actually refers to IGS08 2005.0.  WAAS references IGS08, but is updated to the current date epoch; in this case IGS08 2018.5.  The difference on the ground was outside the precision of WAAS.



Managing Position Accuracy

E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A – in motion

• This transformation converts NAD83 2011 (2010.0) to ITRF2008 (2005.0)
• WAAS reference frame = ITRF2008 (2018.5) ~ updated every six months
• 2018.5-2005.0 = 13.5 years
• 13.5 years x 1.493cm/yr = 20.155cm

• TLDR – position moves within the circle

Assateague Island National Seashore - Maryland
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I tested the same method at Assateague Island National Seashore (Maryland) and found a similar issue.  While WAAS (according to my software) was providing me with a reported precision of 24cm, the difference in position was 33cm.  If we look at the tectonic velocities for my location (similar to Padre Island) the adjustment moves the position above to within 13cm of the known point.  While the example is an excellent look at the improved possibilities of achieving data accuracy, it also demonstrates the responsibility of users who claim a particular level of accuracy.  



Managing Position Accuracy

Jean Lafitte
National Historical Park and Preserve

Louisiana
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Another example of advancement and difficulty in accuracy is an elevation survey at Jean Lafitte National Historical Park and Preserve.  Park managers need accurate elevations to base complex ecological monitoring efforts.  This becomes more complex in an area like southern Louisiana where subsidence is a known issue.  During the survey a tidal benchmark in Lafitte, LA was occupied and gave a solution of a few centimeters lower than the previous occupation in 2012.  While this might be considered nearly within the error of a GPS elevation survey, the ellipsoid height difference does follow the trend.



Prior GPS
Derived Heights

8761899B

NPS 2018 = -25.226
NGS 2012 = -25.189
NGS 2008 = -25.136

Approx. – 1cm/year

8761899B

NOAA NGS Technical Report 50

Managing Position Accuracy
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NOAA NGS Technical Report 50 shows previously measured subsidence in our work area (indicated by the red arrow) to be somewhere between 5 and 15 mm/year.  Previous occupations from 2008, 2012, and our 2018 occupation show a fairly consistent subsidence rate of 1cm/year considering potential GPS errors.  Our findings were not surprising but do bring into question how staff at Jean Lafitte will deal with these changes as part of their long-term monitoring program.

https://www.ngs.noaa.gov/heightmod/NOAANOSNGSTR50.pdf


Managing Position Accuracy

9/18/2018 11:07am EDT – 0.189m NAVD889/18/2018 11:06am EDT – 0.186m NAVD88

Assateague Island National Seashore - Maryland
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If survey control are well-established and carefully referenced NPS staff can accurately measure park resources.  In 2015 Assateague Island completed a GPS-derived survey control network with the help of National Geodetic Survey staff.  That survey network was used to establish the NAVD88 elevation of our new USGS water level gauge and referenced after the installation of the MDAI CORS station.  While streaming RTK corrections from the MDAI CORS to a GNSS rover approximately 10 kilometers away the referenced water level and the surveyed water level at the rover differed by only 3mm.  While that is well within the known error of GPS surveying, the method speaks to the possibility of accurate spatial reference and the efforts needed in order to ensure accuracy.



Managing Position Accuracy – Survey Control
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In referencing these examples, the potential for collecting accurate spatial data greatly benefits from the installation and occupation of survey control marks.  We strongly encourage park GPS users to install their own control and use the NGS OPUS software to create a shared solution; a simple and invaluable answer to many of our spatial accuracy questions.  



Neil Winn
National Park Service

Assateague Island National Seashore

Email:  neil_winn@nps.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These examples should demonstrate that the National Park Service relies on GPS and GNSS for mission operations, that advancement in NPS data collection focuses largely on connectivity of data from field to map, and that this advancement introduces a specifically challenging workload to ensure the large amount of simplified data collected are accurately referenced.  
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